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 SAFETY ALERT 
Failed Steering Column Support Brackets 

 
LVVTA have become aware of substandard steering column support brackets or ‘droppers’ as they are 
commonly referred to. These unmarked, unbranded brackets offer insufficient support of the steering 
column which has, in a case brought to our attention, led to a complete failure of the bracket during 
vehicle operation which then left the steering column completely unsupported.  
 
Support brackets of the design detailed and pictured below cannot be LVV certified. 
 

 
The failed component in this case was a brand new aluminium steering column bracket purchased from an 
after-market parts supplier in New Zealand. The component was made via a casting process which featured 
insufficient cross-sectional material, and was poorly designed and manufactured. 
 
LVVTA sent the broken support bracket to METLAB Limited for a metallurgist inspection and report. To 
follow are comments made by the metallurgist in the supplied report: 
 
“The microstructure of the fractured bracket shows several casting defects including shrinkage porosity, gas 
porosity, dross, cold-shuts and splash. Furthermore, the quantity of the embrittling iron-rich needles present 
explain the high iron content from the chemistry. 
 
The fractured steering bracket is a very poor quality casting. It has a small cross-section which has multiple 
casting defects present which act to seriously weaken the product. 
 
Considering this is a bracket used to hold a steering column, it is strongly advised that this product is recalled 
or prevented from going into the marketplace” 
 

As a result of this finding, LVVTA ask all LVV Certifiers to inspect column support brackets carefully and 
remove them from the vehicle if necessary to fully inspect. LVVTA also ask vehicle builders and modifiers 
to be very particular about where they source safety-critical components from, and stick to reputable 
brand-name components supplied by reputable parts sellers. 


